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Abstract 
Current ways can return retrieval results respond to universal sets, but a non-null subset has more redundancy as 
result sets. The paper presents entire semantics to retrieve relational database by keywords, it standardizes retrieval 
keywords for semantics. The way employs different retrieval scorers to score keywords for different keywords. The 
different types of retrieval algorithms are proposed based on the retrieval focus to generate linked tuple sets, which is 
transformed to a SQL retrieval sentence to return all query results for users. The experiments show that the way with 
retrieval focus avoids data redundancy well. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1 Introduction 
Relational database systems query structural data to obtain certain and complete results by complex 
sentences. Information retrieval systems query non-structural data to obtain uncertain and incomplete 
results by keyword retrieval, their some results are more relevant than the others. Several RDBMSs 
supply text search to construct full-text index, this  establishes a basis for keyword retrieval of relational 
databases(KRORD).  
KRORD is to find relevance among tuples with keywords in relational databases. In current systems 
(BANKS[1]ǃDBXplorer[2]ǃDISCOVER[3]ǃIR-Style[4]ǃEKSO[5]੠ ObjectRank[6]ǃSEEKER[7]˅ˈmodeling 
methods use schema graph and data graph. Nodes of a schema graph correspond to tuples of relational 
tables, edges indicate reference relation among tuples. Nodes of a data graph correspond to relations of 
databases, edges indicate constrains among schema definition. These systems are divided into online and 
offline types based on modeling methods. The online system expresses databases as a schema graph to 
obtain recent consistent results in databases by SQL, but its speed is slow. The offline system expresses 
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databases as a data graph to execute a fast query expanded algorithm, it uses preprocessing to generate a 
data graph for enhancing query speed.  
If result sets contain all keywords, this may cause a non-results problem, the current systems resolve 
the problem. However, non-null subsets should have a great redundancy as result sets. In top-k queries, it 
is difficult that the precision rate and the recall rate have a good balance. This paper makes result sets are 
not all a non-null subset for resolving data data redundancy, shields the unite problem about the retrieval 
scoring of numeric attribute data and text attribute data. 
2 Syntax Analysis 
A database DB with n relations(R1,R2,…,Rn)ˈevery relation R contains m attributes, that is, 
R(AT1,AT2,…,ATm), where some attributes are primary key(PK) or foreign key(FK). PKi is an unique 
identification of Ri, FKjRj, PKi-FKj links between Ri and Rj(l(Ri ,Rj)).All linkes form a relation schema 
set(RSSet) namely RSSet(l1,l2,…). In relation schema sets, there is a link between two relations generally. 
A keyword query Q contains a series of keywords (kw1,kw2,…) namely Q(kw1,kw2,…). 
A is to different types keywords are identified by analyzing query syntax to employee different ways. 
An example “papers of Jim Gray after 1990 about Transaction”, SEEKER denote it as “Jim Gray 
Transaction Year:>=1990”.It is difficult to identified and handled for “Jim Gray Transaction”. Syntax 
analysying need identify several situation: (1)three keywords namely ”Jim”,”Gray”,”Transaction”; 
(2)two keywords namely ”Jim”,”Gray Transaction”; (3)a keyword namely ”Jim Gray Transaction”; (4) 
two keywords namely ”Jim Gray”,”Transaction”.The query of the user is fourth in practical.  
In order to search data in relational databases, this paper improves the syntax of SEEKER. The new 
syntax retains the current data retrieval for text attribute and realizes data retrieval for metadata and 
numerical attribute, so the work designs “+” and “-” operation for key retrieval, this means that retrieval 
semantics are expressed by two operation among different keywords while users commit keywords. 
(1) keyword. It is used to query text attribute data. If there are multiple first class keywords, they 
should be separated by “+”; similarly, if users don’t need certain first class keywords, they should be 
separated by “-”. Even if a keyword has two words, the way helps users to express query demand 
accuately and eliminate fuzziness effectively.
(2) keyword1: keyword2. It queries metadata for text attributes. Since “Jim Gray” maybe in “Author”
attribute or other relations, a query searches “Jim Gray” and “Author: Jim Gray”, it might produce 
different result sets. Using the second syntax should limit the search scope in relations or attributes with 
respect to “Author”, this decreases the fuzziness of search sentences and controls the search scope 
effectively. “keyword1” expresses a relation or an attribute, “keyword2” expresses a value of the relation 
or the attribute. If there are multiple second class keywords, they should be separated by “+”; similarly, if 
users don’t need certain second class keywords, they should be separated by “-”.   
(3) keyword¢op²Value. It is employed to precisely query numeric attributes. In the third class 
keyword, the portion before ¢op² expresses a relation or an attribute, ¢op² is a relational operator(=>ˈ<=ˈ
=ˈ<ˈ>ˈ<>),Value expresses the attribute value. 
According to the above, querying “papers of Jim Gray about Transaction but no about database after 
2000” maybe expressed as ”Author:Jim Gray+year=>2002+Title: Transaction-Title:database”. Users 
submit search sentences that contain three classes, which are handled by the retrieval system. 
Definition 1. Entire Semantics(PS). If keywords are expressed as Qi+Qj-Qk, the semantics of the 
retrieval sentence may be expressed by Qi+Qj-Qk-Qi
’-Qj
’,where Qi
’ and Qj
’are queries without keywords 
in Qi and Qj . So the semantics is expressed as Entire semantics. 
Semantics standardization handles every keyword, so the global keyword should be identified and 
decomposed to single independent keyword and their classes, which are scored by different retrieval 
scorer. The relative algorithm is the following: 
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Algorithm 1˖Identification and decomposition algorithm  
string str: character string of keywords; 
string substr: character substring of keywords; 
int substrhead: head character substring of keywords; 
substrhead=0; 
int substrtail: tail character substring of keywords; 
substrtail=0; 
for int i=0; i<length(str);i++ //query every keyword 
{substrtail=i;
if kwi contains “+” or “-” 
{ substrhead=the head of substr;
substrtail= the tail of substr;
for int j=0; j<length(substr);j++
{ if  substr contains “<op>”  
{givemark(3)// the third scorer} 
  else if substr doesn’t contains “<op>” 
{givemark(2)// the second scorer } 
      else { givemark(1) // the first scorer } 
}
else // kwi doesn’t contains “+” or “-” 
{ givemark(1) // the first scorer s} 
}
}
Algorithm 1 analyses and decomposes keywords into character substrings of keywords, which are 
scored by relevant scorer. The syntax analytic process is satisfied with definition 1, the definition only 
aims at the third syntax and handles relevant integrity for “+” operator. Complementary sets have an 
evident demarcation while retrieval attributes are the numeric attribute. If there are the other two syntaxes, 
it is unnecessary and difficult to operate.  In addition, “+” operator is a combination computation of 
retrieval keywords substantially, “-” operator is an elimination computation. 
Result sets eliminate redundant tuples for perfecting retrieval results. If retrieval keywords contain 
“+” operator, this might rise redundancy, it is necessary to be handled by entire semantics, but “-” 
operator doesn’t need be handled. 
3 Retrieval Scoring 
3.1  Retrieval focus 
A retrieval system employs same score methods for every keyword. Every tuple of every relation 
should be set an initial value with “0” before retrieval to form a basic score table. Every tuple should 
obtain a score value that is greater than or equal to 0 by scorer, the score doesn’t limit its maximum. The 
retrieval generation model should list retrieval result sets according to score values by descending order.  
Table 1. Basic score table  
rowID Seachmark 
rowID1 Seachmark1
rowID2 Seachmark2
… … 
Definition 2. Seachmark should be given for retrieval keywords, if Seachmark (SeachmarkR) is 
the maximum of all score in basic score table, that is Seachmark=max(Seachmark1,Seachmark2,…), so 
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R is the focus of retrieval keywords, it is denoted as R=focus(Q). 
To any Q(kw1,kw2,…), its result sets either are null or are an adjacent expand of focus(Q), this obtains 
retrieval results user need and avoids redundancy. Scoring is key to obtain focus(Q). 
3.2  Retrieval of metadata 
The retrieval engine search the relation matching table (RMT) and the attribute matching table 
(AMT) to supply matching retrieval of relations and attributes for the second syntax and the third one, 
whose the previous keyword matches a relation or an attribute. If the keyword matches one of things, it 
matches relevant relation or attribute; if the keyword matches a relation or an attribute meanwhile, it only 
matches the relation to score by a relevant scoring strategy. 
The two class keywords are scored after they match relations or attributes. Since SEEKER doesn’t 
consider that same object names have different object types among users. We improve intrinsic structure 
to add two rows for storing user names and object types, User row stores user names, Type row stores 
object types, ObjectName row stores all relation names, Keyword row stores keywords which describe 
relations (attribute name AT). Its structure is as following: 
Table 2. Relation matching table 
User ObjectName Keyword Type 
U1 R1 AT11, AT12,… Table 
U1 R2 AT21, AT22,,… View 
U2 R2 AT21, AT22,,… Table 
… … … … 
In the attribute matching table, AT row stores all attribute names, Keyword row stores attributes 
which describe keywords, Type row stores their types. Similarly, we improve intrinsic structure to add 
User row for storing user names. Users submit keywords, and the scorer analyzes retrieval semantics 
according to the two matching tables, the retrieval sentence should be presented.  
Table 3. Attribute matching table  
User OBJECTName AT Keyword Type
U1 R1 AT11 kw111, kw121, … int 
U1 R1 AT12 kw121, kw122, … varchar
… … … … … 
U2 R2 AT21 kw211,… date 
… … … … … 
3.3   Scoring numeric attributes 
Scoring numeric attributes should obtain retrieval scope while their scores<>0. As a result, it is 
necessary to limit maximum and consistent of scoring. For all tuples with respect to scoring conditions, 
their scores may be a same score with a same weight correspond to relevant tuples. 
The scoring formula is the following, where C is a weighted constant according to the need. 
( , ) , 1, 2 , ..., ( );isearchm ark R Q k i size D B
k C
  ­
®  ¯
Algorithm 2˖Scoring algorithm for numeric attributes 
for int i=0; i<length(substr);i++ // the length of keyword substrings;  
{  case <op> is “>” 
{searchmark=searchmark+ matching basic score of all tuples which are greater than value;}
  case <op> is “<”  
{ searchmark=searchmark+ matching basic scores of all tuples which are lesser than value;}
  case <op> is “=>” 
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{ searchmark=searchmark+ matching basic score of all tuples which are equal or greater than 
value;}
  case <op> is “=<” 
{ searchmark=searchmark+ matching basic scores of all tuples which are equal or lesser than 
value;}
  case <op> is “=” 
{ searchmark=searchmark+ matching basic scores of all tuples which are equal to value;} 
  case <op> is “<>” 
{ searchmark=searchmark+ matching basic scores of all tuples which are unequal to value;}
}
3.4  Scoring text attributes 
Some systems employ a strategy to establish full-text indexes for scoring text attributes. Since the 
strategy is complicated, we employ a single scoring strategy, its minimum is 0, and its maximum is the 
following: 
The scoring formulation is the following: 
Where, DB is a database with some relevant relations;Q is a series of keywords; size(DB) is the 
number of relations in database DB;J  and k are weighted values according to the need in the scoring 
process. 
Algorithm 3. Scoring algorithm for text attributes 
string str// character substring of keywords; 
string substr// matching substring of str;
int weight//weighted value 
int searchmark//scoring value 
searchmark =0  
for int i=0,i<length(str)-1, i++
{weight=weight+1;
substr=substring(str,1,weight);
for int j=0,length(str), j++
{ traverse all tuples in the database; 
    if substr matches a substring of in a tuple 
{searchmark=searchmark+the matching basic score multiply by weight;}
}
}
Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 are to extract all tuples with respect to scoring conditions in the 
database as retrieval results. The system searches the focus(Q) by traversing the database after scoring. If 
focus(Q) is not null, the system generates the linked tuple sets(LTS), relevant result sets(RS) should be 
return to users according to LTS.
Definition 3. linked tuple set(LTS) a set in DB, its any two tuples tiRi and tjRj,so their link
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l(ti,ti)=l(Ri,Ri)RSSet. Size of LTS is the number of tuples in the set, it is denoted as size(LTS).
Algorithm 4. Generation algorithm for LTS
t= the number of relations in DB;
for int i=0, i<t,i++
{AT= all attributes of Ri;
p= the number of relations in AT;
PK= the primary key of focus(Q);
for int j=0,j< p,j++
{ if ATj matches PK
   { let Ri leave in the tail of LTS;
Jump out of the latest loop; } 
}
AT= all attributes of focus(Q); 
k= the number of relations in AT;
PK= the primary key of Ri;
for int n=0,n< k,n++  
{if ATn matches PK
{ let Ri leave in the tail of LTS;
Jump out of the latest loop; } 
}
}
Algorithm 4 may obtain LTS, it is transformed to a relevant SQL sentence for gaining result sets, 
which are sorted to return users by descending sort according to searchmark. The operator is achieved by 
“order by focus(Q). searchmark and Ri.searchmark DESC ”. 
4 Experimental Analysis 
The experimental setting is the following: OS(Windows XP),CPU(AMD Athlon(tm) 64 X2 
2.01GHz), MEMORY(1GB),RDBMS(SQL Server 2005); the database sever and the retrieval system 
connect by ODBC-JDBC, the system is achieved by Java, the experimental database are subsets of 
DBLP. The experimental scale is a Descartes product of relational domains about 2.5*1016.
We employ precision and recall to evaluate the query effectiveness, their formulation are the 
following: 
         
A
R
ecisionPr
a ˈ
R
R
callRe
a     (1) 
Where,|Ra| the number of linked tuple trees about the query in the retrieval result sets, |A| is the 
amount of linked tuple trees in the retrieval result sets,|R| the number of linked tuple trees about the query 
in the database. We limit Top-k value, that is, limit |A| value. If k increases, the precision decreases. 
Experimental results show that the decreases of average precision are inconspicuous by retrieval focus, 
and the transformation tendency of average recall with retrieval focus are inconspicuous than without 
retrieval focus. As a result, it is effective that retrieval focus handles data redundancy. 
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Figure 1. Average precision 
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Figure 2. Average recall 
5 Conclusion 
This paper presents a retrieval method based on entire semantics to resolve the redundancy in result 
sets by retrieval focus. According to retrieval focus, different retrieval algorithms are proposed to query 
relevant results. Experimental results show that retrieval focus can avoid data redundancy splendidly.  
The further work is to improve the effectiveness of the algorithms for responding user demands.  
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